
COMPLIANCE UPDATES 

CORONA VIRUS.  
We ask that you recognise the potential risks and take caution where  
appropriate.  It’s not for anyone to make decisions for you, but there are 
ways in which you can protect yourselves before meeting people.

1.  Before attending a meeting / appointment please check to ensure those 
individuals have not recently been to an area where the virus has been  
confirmed.

2. Has any person who may be present at the meeting been in contact with 
anyone confirmed to have the virus, or been told to self-quarantine?

3. When attending group meetings, please limit any contact with others, 
i.e........ it’s suggested that you do not shake hands, kiss or hug.

4. Please reassure any clients that you meet the criteria of 1 and 2 above and 
perhaps carry some alcohol gel with you to clean your hands before and 
after client appointments.

Copy of email sent last week can be found here.

GOVERNMENT ISSUED VISAS
The Government appear to be phasing out the issuing of an individual’s  
immigration status by way of physical visas, and replacing them with an  
on-line access, a little like the Government Gateway for HMRC.  Instead, a 
client will be able to login to the Government website and set you up to have 
access to their “settled” or “pre-settled” status.  You will then receive an 
email and you can log into gov.uk to view their passport and visa status.  You 
can then print or save the information needed for The Key and the lender.
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FPG PROTECTION CONFERENCE
Thank you to everyone who came along to our biggest protection event 
yet – 14 insurers and over 50 Advisers!  It was a very informative day.  During 
the day we had a panel discussion, led by Phil V, which included three of our 
Advisers, and here are some best practices processes which were aired…

• Have a structured approach to your appointments and don’t deviate

• Protection is on your initial disclosure documents, so discuss it upfront

• Use the word “protection” rather than insurance

• Use B&C renewal dates to keep in regular contact with clients

• Recommend protection at the same time as the mortgage, or as a  
minimum book the protection appointment during the mortgage  
appointment

• Premiums – never assume.  If it’s within affordability allow the client to 
say no

• If budget is an issue where clients really want protection, consider  
extending the mortgage term slightly to cover costs – you can always 
reduce the term again at the next mortgage review

• Client’s needs are ever changing, so always be reviewing their existing 
cover, and most of today’s products are superior too

• The “Client – Adviser” relationship.  The client should understand it to be 
anything financial, not just the mortgage!

ROYAL LONDON 
• RL Risk Report, can be produced in seconds from a link within  

The Key – present it to clients.

• DTA product has a mortgage repayment guarantee meaning the rate of  
interest is irrelevant.

• Consider combining products/cover in their ‘menu plan’ to reduce plan 
charges.

• RL have a NI calculator on their website showing how much less Self  
Employed pay in Class 2 and 4 contributions, compared to Employed 
Class 1 contributions.  Use this output to illustrate how the self employed 
can use this saving to pay for IP and life cover.

L&G GENERAL INSURANCE
• Smart Claim – simplifying the claims process and customer experience.

• Smart Quote – just a few very simple questions are required to generate a 
quote.

• GI renewals – the smart quote cover is better than existing L&G HIC and 
so consider improving client cover on renewal by re-quoting using Smart 
Quote.PR
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GUARDIAN 
• On applying, strictly answer the question, including the use of “don’t 

know” when unsure.

• Life cover comes with a number of features which other insurers don’t  
provide, e.g.. Children’s CIC can be added to adult life only policies and  
immediate pay-outs for any stage 4 cancer or Parkinsons/MND diagnosis 
(under TIC definition).

• CIC – immediate pay-outs for any stroke or heart attack, and for  
malignant skin cancer.

• All products come with free GP24/7 and 2nd Medical Opinion. 

PAYMENTSHIELD
• Two products, B&C and ASU (the 8 insurers are just underwriters of the 

same product).

• Cover all UK post code areas.

• Paymentshield Hub – a great source of information on your pipeline and 
business written

• FTBuyers are offered free 2 years NCD on B&C.

• No credit checks carried out anymore (did you know up to 36 soft  
foot-print credit checks could be done using an aggregator site!).

L&G
• Income Protection – 37% of households could soon be renters and they 

rarely get a chance to sit down with an Adviser – so ask your E/As for  
rental leads as well as purchasers.

• IP can pay out where CIC doesn’t.

• Guaranteed “2 week deferred period option” is now available.

• As well as full cover and 2 year cover L&G now offer a 1 year cover option 
too.

• Client need a minimum 2 years registered with a UK GP to qualify for  
cover.

SCOTTISH WIDOWS
• Have released their new simpler CIC product, with fewer illnesses, but 

greater definitions meaning even more pay-outs. 

LV=
• They have improved their quotes for PSP, so they now include details of 

how the premium increases over the policy term.PR
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CURA FINANCIAL SERVICES
We are pleased to announce a link-up with Cura Financial Services, a multi 
award-winning broker, who specialise in hard to place protection cases. 

If you have a client which you cannot place, whether that’s for Life Cover, 
Critical Illness Cover or Income Protection, Cura can hopefully help. They 
can offer cover in cases of pre-existing health conditions, hazardous  
occupations, pastimes or extensive foreign travel.

EXAMPLES WHERE CURA CAN HELP

·  Cover for clients with HIV, history of cancer, heart attacks, strokes, suicide 
attempts and many more medical conditions.

·  Cover for Armed Forces personnel, people working offshore and  
individuals/groups that work in dangerous locations.

·  Cover for hazardous occupations and sports such as rock climbers, scuba 
divers and professional rugby players.

THE CURA SERVICE

Your client will be in the care of a dedicated team, leaving you time to focus 
on your other appointments.

·  The Cura team will submit and chase all aspects of the application process.

·  They have access to a number of specialist insurance policies so can offer 
some form of protection, to the majority of people.

·  The advice liability is taken over by Cura, so they will handle the Demands 
and Needs of the recommended products.

·  They will not undermine your relationship with your client and will always 
refer back to you, if a need for other products is identified.

·  You may earn commission where otherwise there might be none.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Cura is not a provider. They are a specialist broker and this is a referral  
service, where you pass details of the client and their needs to them. They 
will conduct a full fact find to ensure that they fully get to know your client 
and then place the business appropriately.

MAKING THE REFERRAL

Step 1: Call, email or submit to Cura online to discuss a possible case. 

Step 2: Cura will try give you an idea quickly if it is something they can help 
with. 

Step 3: If you are happy with the indication then client consent must be 
gained to refer them to Cura. You then make the introductions.

Step 4: Cura will contact the client and take over the advice and application 
process.

Step 5: Once the cover is in place, and Cura have received the relevant  
commission you will get paid.PR
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COMMISSION

Commission is paid as 25% of whatever commission Cura receive for  
writing the business. This can be usually be paid on either an indemnity or  
non-indemnity basis.

FURTHER INFORMATION

For more information please visit www.specialrisksbureau.co.uk/ifa.

You can contact Cura by email at ifa@specialriskbureau.co.uk or by calling 
Freephone 0800 567 7450 or on 01723 518140

AIG OVER 50S PLAN
This product will cease to be available from 19th April.  We are therefore  
currently reviewing other products so that we can recommend an  
alternative insurer’s product for you to sell.

 

RISK REALITY CALCULATOR
This really useful report can be generated from the Useful Links section of 
The Key. It takes just a minute to personalise the report to your client, and 
then create the report for discussion with the client.

PMI
Joe Maskell can advise your clients in this area should you wish to refer  
anyone over.
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LENDER UPDATES 

COVENTRY 
Our telephone BDM has changed her name and her email address is now 
leanne.turnerBDM@thecoventry.co.uk 

TMW  

Great news, you are now able to apply for a TMW further advance and PT at 
the same time. Please follow the steps below:

HOW TO APPLY…

You must start the Rate Switch application first, although you don’t need to 
‘Accept’ the switch offer before starting the Further Advance application. 
The Rate Switch will need to complete first due to the Further Advance being 
assessed based on the new rate.

1. Start a Rate Switch application on-line as usual

2. Then, either:

Leave as ‘Rate Switch offer produced’ – if your client would like to wait until 
the Further Advance is accepted before accepting the switch. This ensures 
that your client isn’t committed to another product term, with early  
repayment charges, if we’re unable to lend the desired further borrowing  
and they decide they don’t want to continue, or

Accept the Rate Switch offer– if your client would like to continue with the 
switch, regardless of the Further Advance being accepted

3. Submit a Further Advance application on TMW Online as usual

4. Receive a Further Advance offer. If the Rate Switch hasn’t been accepted, 
please accept it in order to proceed with the Further Advance

5. Once the Rate Switch has completed the Further Advance monies will be 
able to be released.

NATIONWIDE
They have re-entered the interest only mortgage world for residential  
mortgages where the repayment vehicle is “sale of property”.  There are 
many conditions to qualify though, including LTV, minimum income and 
minimum levels of equity.

STATE BANK OF INDIA
Another new BTL lender who you can now recommend, with some very  
attractive products on offer.M
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PLATFORM
Have updated the definition of a consumer BTL .The key change you need 
to be aware of is the new 2-year criteria which replaces the ‘ever’ lived in the 
property. i.e. if they have only the 1 btl and looking for a re-mortgage,  
previously we declined if they or a family member have lived in property at 
any time.  As long as not lived in last 2 years Platform are now ok.  Platform do 
not offer Consumer BTL mortgages, and will still decline genuine Consumer 
BTL applications.

Platform has also implemented changes to stress rate used in residential 
affordability calculations for those customers selecting a 5 year fixed rate 
product or those applying for a re-mortgage with no additional borrowing.  
For these applications only a reduced stress rate will be applied.  To support 
this change and ensure the correct stress rate is applied a number of DIP 
and Affordability Calculator system changes have been made;  

Also, following feedback from Brokers relating to the Bank’s policy of not 
accepting photographed and online documents in a purchase application 
the Bank have decided to amend their decision and allow photographed 
or online documents where they are required for Non-ID purposes.  Going 
forward we will be able to accept Photographed or Online documents for 
purchase or re-mortgage applications where they are not required for ID 
purposes.  Where documentation is required for ID purposes the process 
remains unchanged.

BLUESTONE 

This specialist lender has created a really handy guide to understanding a 
credit report, which can be used with clients.  Click here to view or download 
their Guide…

https://www.bluestone.co.uk/bluestone/media/Bluestone/Download/
Bluestone_Credit_Report_Guide.pdf

ZEPHYR
A fairly new BTL lender who are able to lend where others might not,  
including no height restrictions on high rise flats, ex-local authority, deck 
access, purpose built, converted, new build…. And the list goes on.

HELP TO BUY UPDATE
Homes England has confirmed the closure of the current Help To Buy 
scheme, with all properties needing building completion (habitable) by 31st 
December 2020, and then for the purchaser to legally complete by 31st 
March 2021

The government has also announced further details on the new Help to Buy 
scheme that will run from 2021 to 2023. This scheme is more targeted at 
those who need help onto property ladder:M
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• It will be restricted to first time buyers, defined in line with stamp duty 
land tax exemption, as someone who has never owned a property  
before.

• It will include regional property price caps based on average first time  
buyer prices in each region. The published caps take average first time 
buyer prices for the region (inflated to account for property price growth) 
and add a further 50% to ensure there is good availability of the scheme.

Further, as part of the government’s work to raise the standard of homes 
across the country, developers wishing to use the Help to Buy scheme must 
adhere to a range of new quality measures to improve consumer experience 
and safety, including:

• builders must be subject to adjudication provided by the New Homes  
Ombudsman and the preceding voluntary scheme (when established)

• builders with a Home Builders Federation star rating must clearly  
communicate that rating on Help to Buy related communications and 
advertisements

• all buyers will be entitled to view the actual home being purchased (with 
their own surveyor if desired) before legal completion of sale

• homes built from May 2020 must comply with the most recent energy 
efficiency requirements

• builders must sign up to the Building Safety Charter (when launched), if 
selling residential units under Help to Buy in blocks above 18 metres (or 6 
floors whichever is lower)

• any ground rent on the sale of leasehold properties through the scheme 
must be restricted to a peppercorn rent

NATIONWIDE ECONOMIC UPDATE 
Nationwide’s chief economist has produced three very short videos on 
The UK Economy, Interest Rates and Housing & Mortgage Markets.  You can 
watch these short videos by clicking here…

https://www.communigator.co.uk/login/Instances/mortgageclu-
blz/Documents/nationwide260220.pdf?utm_source=CID%3d-
Digest18037&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=DA+MC-
M+260220&utm_term=Mortgage+Club+Matters+DA+&utm_con-
tent=242&gator_td=xLm2WmJcUTNRGjt9IOljYmJdHmF2jhekbv2EK-
DuIYj4g9gJnfjm7CjsgqVUDZVlMvJxvQUpvVrAjlX5gy2dbO4nbwtbW-
MtCyNmX3NoZcabITsn7dD74ew%2fCMemfXsd29HEyGd8FmAgVM-
URyG5TmwNQ%3d%3d
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AUTO CRMTM 

 
We are delighted to share with you our bespoke AUTO CRMTM. This has built 
with the sole objective of maintaining your client retention. In reality, it only 
plays a part of what is necesary to retain client loyalty in a changing market.

WHAT’S CHANGING?

In truth, we do not know what is around the corner, but we do know that it is 
going to be increasing easier for your clients to self service when it comes 
to getting their next mortgage. The FCA seem to favour the execution only 
approach which opens the door for new entrants to join. The scary thing to 
consider is that our clients are likely to already be on the big players  
databases. E.g anyone (GoCompare or Money Supermarket)  who has sold 
G.I or Car insurance has an excellent database of homeowners that you can 
bet are regulary emailing your clients. How long before they start a  
campaign? It may not be long before we are competing with fee-free advice 
that even comes with a cashback, let alone Merekat meals.

The challenge we face is simple. We add 100% value for a limited time. This 
value depletes over the initial term as the client builds an equally strong  
relationship with their lender. Come renewal, the client has a choice and this 
is why we need to stay in touch.

We need to maintain our client relationships and not rely on the clients 
loyalty, as this is going to put to the test...

AUTO CRMTM

SImply put, this system will send a series of timed emails on your behalf 
throughout the intial term. The objective of this is simply to keep your name 
at the forefront of your clients mind when they think ‘mortgages’ and to 
bridge the gap between completion and renewal. It is proven that clients 
feel greater loyalty to someone who has maintained contact, than 
someone who hasn’t.

All you need to do is keep ‘The Key’ record accurate for your cleints. I  
recommend collecting personal email addresses as these last longer and 
one for each applicant. It would be real shame if only one party received a 
Birthday card e.t.c 

MORE INFORMATION
Visit the AUTO CRM page on KnowledgeHub here.

Any questions, please email mark.ninnim@financeplanning.co.uk
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MORTGAGES – FEBRUARY 
Well done to everyone below for featuring in the February mortgage league 
table, but in particular to Dan Fletcher (1st), Rob Chart (2nd) and Paul Gent 
(3rd).  Fantastic numbers!  

Dan Fletcher 31 
 
Rob Chart  27 
 
Paul Gent  22 
 
Paul Ripley  18 
 
Andy Poustie 17 
 
Colin Mackay 16
Marion Hunnisett 16 

     

PROTECTION  
The table below includes both Protection and Buildings & Contents policies, 
for the month of February.  Well done to everyone who has featured, but in 
particular to Rob Chart for topping the table, and to Giulia Riccato of Elysian 
Finance for an excellent 2nd place.

Rob Chart  21
Giulia Riccato 17
Paul Gent  14
Matt Stephens 13
Scott Sutton 13
Colin Mackay 8
Jane Hutchinson 8
Carrie Millin  8
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Cathy Rafferty 13 
 
Daniel Walsh 13 
 
Philip Smith  13 
 
Adam Cattell 12 
 
Carl Thorne  12 



CPD   

As with previous months, please can you now electronically sign this  
document to confirm that you have read and understood these important 
messages – thank you.  

This “Monthly CPD” document can be downloaded and saved to your  
computer by accessing the separate email which you have been sent.

And you can now login to our new online CPD system to record this CPD, and 
any other CPD that you have completed.

THE FINANCE PLANNING MANAGEMENT TEAM.
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